
outlet temperature. Consequently the first performance tests cover the 
range up to 400°C only. At that temperature the measured heat rejection 
of the loops was 3.7 MW per loop, which is about 15$ higher than the 
design figure, the increase being due to a higher air flow than expected. 
With the fans off the heat rejection measured-was 0.9 MW per loop, which is 
in close agreement with expectations.

10. During reactor operation with less than 3 secondary circuits 
operational, some of the IHX valves would be closed. These would be 
opened following trips involving loss of secondary circuit, cooling. 
Nevertheless, the performance of the loops with one and both associated IHX 
valves closed has been measured. With primary pumps on the closure of one 
IHX valve reduces the heat rejection by less than 5% and having both valves 
closed only doubles the reduction. Calculations indicate that a leakage 
flow of only a few percent would account, for the high heat rejection which 
remains after valve closure. Similar tests with pony motor flow only have 
not yet been performed.

11. The loop start-up time has also been confirmed as.being close to the 
predictions. The NaK flow reaches its full value in about 3 minutes. But • 
there have been two separate occasions when one ioop (not the same one)
-took approximately twice as long to establish an equilibrium value of flow 
and when established the flow and the heat rejection was somewhat (about 20 

- 3.0$) lower than normal. The reasons may be associated with the parallel 
paths provided by the 2 coils, but the instrumentation is not optimised 
for the resolution of that issue. The second occasion was in December, 74 
and subsequently this condition has not recurred.

Pony Motors and Clutches

12. Initially there was some tendancy for the clutches to remain engaged 
when the main motors were running, thus overspeeding the pony motors. This 
appears to have been cured by the reshaping of the teeth, as the trouble 
has not recurred.

13. It was then intended to carry out 10 shake-down tests on each motor 
and clutch by tripping the main motor, following which one clutch was to 
have "been stripped down for inspection. Two of the pony motors success
fully completed the ten tests. The third failed to engage once during the 
series, although after the failure it operated correctly for five further 
tests. This clutch was subsequently stripped down for. inspection. Mean
while,. the spare clutch has been brought .into service, and the Combined 
number of tests on all four units has how reached 56, of which 55 were 
successful. It is considered that the sole mechanical failure described 
here is probably characteristic for' early shake—down tests and there is no 
evidence to suggest that it is likely to be repeated.

14. During routine operation it is intended to test each of the 3. 
installed units after each scheduled shut-down (i.e. about 6 tests each 
per annum), and the suggested interval for replacement and full 
servicing is 3 years.

15* The initial object of the test programme is to provide confirmation 
of the mathematical model and thereby gain confidence for further tests of 
more advanced conditions. So far three tests have been- conducted:-

(i) Cold Leg Test in which the reactor was essentially 
shut down and the decay heat effectively zero, the 
thermal syphon loops being used to stimulate circulation.

(ii) Hot Leg Test with the reactor at low power to stimulate 
decay heat, with the thermal syphon loop set to remove 
no more than approximately the same amount of heat as 
supplied by the core.

(iii) Combined Test which is a combination of the Cold Leg 
and Hot Leg.tests, with the reactor operating at about
1.5 MW(th) and the thermal syphon loops in operation.

16. The results from these initial tests are being analysed and compared 
to the behaviour predicted by the mathematical model used in the design. 
Initial impressions are that a cross flow pattern may be present above the 
core which is distorting the channel outlet thermocouple readings. 
Procedures are being devised to enable a true picture of channel flow under 
natural convection conditions to be deduced. When this has been achieved, 
the test programme will continue to higher powers and realistic operating 
conditions.

9. Decay Heat Removal for the P. P. Zemanick United States
Liquid Metal Past Breeder N. W. Brown
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ABSTRACT

The functional and reliability requirements of the decay heat removal sys

tems are described. The reliability requirement and its rationale as ade

quate assurance that public health and safety are safeguarded are presented.

The means by which the reliability of the decay heat removal systems are 

established to meet their requirement are identified. The heat removal 

systems and their operating characteristics are described. The discussion 

includes the overflow heat .removal serwice and its role in decay heat re

moval if needed. The details of the systems are described to demonstrate 

the elements of redundancy and diversity in the systems design. The quan

titative reliability assessment is presented, including the reliability 

model, the most important assumptions on which the analysis is based, sources 

of failure data, and the preliminary numerical results. Finally, the qual

itative analyses and administrative controls will be discussed which ensure 

reliability attainment in design, fabrication, and operation, including 

minimization of common mode failures.

A component test program is planned to provide reliability data on selected 

critical heat removal system equipment. This test plan is described including 

a definition of the test parameters of greatest interest and the motivation 

for the test article selection. A long range plan is also in place to 

collect plant operational data and the broad outlines of this plan are de

scribed.

The paper closes with a statement of the high reliability of the Clinch 

River Breeder Reactor Plant decay heat removal systems and a summary of the 

supporting arguments.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This discussion of Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) decay heat 

removal reliability is divided into three broad topics:

1. Objectives and goals, both the overall objective of the reliability 

work and the specific goals of the decay heat removal portion of the 

total reliability effort. (Sections 1.1 and 1.2)

2. The CRBRP decay heat removal reliability assessment. This is the 

most extensively discussed topic and includes the heat removal system

descriptions, the reliability modeling and actual numerical assess

ment, planned testing to confirm the assessment, and the method of 

ensuring reliability engineering influence over design decisions. 

(Section 2)

3. Overall conclusions concerning CRBRP decay heat removal system adequacy 

from a reliability point of view. (Section 3)

1.1 Overall Reliability Program Objectives

The overall reliability program objective (Figure 1) is confirmation that 

initiators of core disruptive accidents (with core disruption defined with

in the reliability programs as "loss of coolable core geometry"), are of 

low enough probability that such accidents need not be included in the set 

of design basis accidents. This confirmation will assure negligible risk 

to the public from consequences associated with core accident conditions 

and confirm that this risk is negligible in a quantitative manner.

Quantification of the CRBR reliability requirements was based on the essen

tial concern, namely, public risk. The overal 1 numerical goal which was 

set to assure negligible public risk was (Figure 2) that the probability 

of exceeding 10CFR100 guidelines would be less than one chance in a million 

per reactor year. (U.S. Regulatory guidelines for site boundary dose limits 

as contained in Code of Federal Regulations, Section 10, Part 100.) A 

conservative design target was built on this overall goal which is directly 

related to public safety. The conservative design target was related to 

loss of coolable geometry and established as an objective against which to 

design CRBR reliability-critical equipment. The following design target was 

defined: that the likelihood of loss of coolable geometry should be less

than one chance in a million per reactor year. The conservatism between 

the overall goal of 10"6 for not exceeding 10CFR100 limits and the design 

target of 10 6 for no loss of coolable geometry can be expressed in terms 

of two probability factors: the probability of significant radioactive

release from the containment, say !0"x , and the probability of actual public 

risk from the radioactive release, say 10"y . It is seen that the probabil

ity of an actual, public health hazard, lo‘(6+x+^  is significantly less than 

10"6 if the design target of 10"6 , as applied to loss of coolable geometry, 

is achieved.

Within the envelope of events of potential initiators of loss of coolable 

geometry, four categories are currently being considered:



1. Loss of post-shutdown core heat removal capability, the subject of 

this paper.

2. Transients assuming loss of scram capability.

3. Potential fuel assembly to fuel assembly failure propagation which 

arises from some presumed local fault and spreads without triggering 

a successful scam.

4. Transients beyond the capability of the plant protective system.

These initiators would include structural failures of support systems 

for major primary system components such as vessels or the core and 

major pipe work ruptures during operation in the most damaging loca

tion .

Loss of decay heat removal capability is currently indicated.to be the 

greatest single threat to the reliability objective. Emphasis in the re

liability effort to date has been on decay heat removal, scram reliability, 

and primary piping integrity.

1.2 Decay Heat Removal Reliability Target

The decay heat removal reliability has the design target (Figure 3) that 

the probability of loss of coolable geometry due to loss of decay heat 

removal capability should be less than 10~6 per year. A tentative initial 

allocation would assign 80% of the total goal to decay heat removal , namely,

8 x IQ"7 per reactor year.

The established target, with its own elements of conservatism as discussed 

previously, is interpreted in terms of a failure criterion which adds yet 

more conservatism, namely, that for purposes of this reliability analysis, 

the criterion for successful post-shutdown heat removal is that the sodium 

bulk temperature not exceed 1250°F in the reactor vessel. The nature of the 

reliability analysis required this kind of engineering expedient failure 

criterion, something nore manageable than loss of inplace coolable geometry 

per se. An initial structural assessment indicates that this is a conser

vative limit. Analysis is continuing on a component-by--component basis 

and is expected, when complete, to justify a higher temperature limit.

2.0 DISCUSSION

Having established the overall and decay heat removal reliability program 

objectives, topics related to the decay heat removal reliability assess

ment will be considered. This section will cover (Figure 4):

1. CRBRP decay heat removal systems descriptions, indicating key design 

criteria and features most relevant to decay heat removal reliability.

2. The decay heat removal reliability numerical assessment, including 

discussions of the model and data base. Sensitivity to changes in 

selected assumptions will also be discussed.

3. The planned test program to confirm the initial assessment in areas 

most needing verification. The other aspects of the reliability 

program not related to testing will also be briefly presented.

4. The integration of reliability into the design decision process, to 

insure design impact of reliability findings and needs.

2.1 Decay Heat Removal System Descriptions

Functioning of the heat transport system loops during normal plant power

operations is shown in Figure 5.

1. Primary sodium is circulated by the primary pump and the generated 

heat is transferred in the intermediate heat exchanger.

2. The intermediate pump circulates the secondary sodium and the heat 

is transferred to water/steam in the superheater and evaporators.

3. Water is circulated through the evaporator by the recirculation pump

and a percentage of the water is vaporized. The steam is then super

heated in the superheater and used to produce power in the balance of

plant equipment.

The same heat transport path is normally used to remove decay heat and, 

as a result, plant operations verify the functionabil ity of the normal shut

down heat removal path. However, because of the vulnerability of the balance 

of plant equipment to certain malfunctions, alternate heat sinks are pro

vided by the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat Removal System (SGAHRS).

1. The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) provides an alternate feedwater 

supply. Sufficient water is available in the protected water storage 

tank to remove plant sensible heat. Steam generated during this mode 

of shutdown heat removal is vented to the atmosphere.

2. After removing the majority of sensible heat by the AFWS, the protected 

air cooled condenser (PACC's) can function as a closed system to re

move heat.

To further describe the safety features of the heat transport loops, it is 

appropriate to investigate the base requirements which must be met to in-



sure satisfactory decay heat removal. Basically, sodium inventory and

flow in the steam generator system must be maintained. Specific features
(

have been incorporated into the sodium system designs (Figure 6) to insure 

that inventory and flow are maintained, namely,

1. Guard Vessels

a. The 2700 Ft. guard vessel volume will collect leaking sodium but 

will not permit 4600 Ft. of Na above outlet nozzles to be expended. 

Thus flow can be maintained after a leak into a guard vessel.

b. Vessel heights and volumes have considered primary pump heads and the 

sodium will not overflow the vessel during pony motor operation.

2. The high point piping concept permits continued operation of non-leaking 

loops even if there is a leak which is not into a guard vessel.

3. The sodium makeup system has capability to provide 400 gpm.

4. Components are insulated and located at relative elevations to promote 

natural circulation. This is the case not only for .the sodium systems 

but also as discussed before, for the water side of the steam generator 

system.

The steam generator system also includes important features to maintain both 

water and sodium inventories and flows. Refer to Figure 7. Particularly 

important in this respect are the sodium water boundaries in the super

heaters and evaporators. Extensive testing is planned at Atomics Inter

national and General Electric as part of the design of these units in an 

effort to insure a reliable boundary. These tests will confirm the sound

ness of the steam generator design and manufacturing processes. However, 

acknowledging the possibility that a leak could occur, the Steam Generator 

System is being designed to detect and accommodate leaks in a fashion which 

has minimum impact on other components in the affected loop. It is expected 

that most leaks will initially be small and the leak detection system, as 

shown on Figure 7, will detect these leaks. Once a leak is detected, appro

priate operator action such as draining the water and sodium sides of the 

affected module, will be initiated to minimize the possibility of leak 

growth. In addition, leaks which are initially large are accommodated by 

the sodium-water reaction protection system. When a large leak occurs:

a) A pressure pulse greater than 325 psi. results and the rupture discs 

break and enough sodium is rapidly dumped to relieve intermediate 

loop overpressure

b) Water/steam is automatically dumped through relief valves and to 

water dump tank

c) Water side is automatically filled with nitrogen

Thus the operator response to a small leakand the automatic action to accom 

modate a large leak will disable one of the three redundant loops for shut

down heat removal. Failure of several other components, particularly those 

which are necessary for large leak accommodation, could also lead to loss 

of one loop's heat removal capability. This possibility is minimized by 

prudent design features such as:

1. Rupture Disc Design

a. Redundant discs - leak in first disc will be detected and sodium 

drainage will be prevented by the sound disc

b. Seismic Category 1

2. Relief valve isolability

a. Superheater inlet isolation valve isolates superheater outlet relief 

valve which is the one which normally opens and thus is the one most 

likely to fail to close.

3. Water dump valve redundancy and isolabilit.y

a. Single failure will not cause both valves to open inadvertently

b. Isolability should both valves open

The use of the main feedwater system to feed the steam generators is the 

normal method of maintaining water inventory. SGAHRS (Figure 8) is a safety 

related backup to the main feed system and its design features are:

1. Auxiliary Feedwater System

a. Two. water supply tanks (the main condensate storage tank and the 

protected, water storage tank) each having sufficient capacity to re

move the sensible heat shortly after a shutdown.

b. Redundant and diverse pumping systems

1) 1121 gpm, full capacity turbine driven feed pump whose steam supply 

can come from any of the three loops' steam drums.

2) Two 560 gpm, half capacity motor driven pumps powered by separate 

emergency diesel generators.

c. Leak isolability between loops

1) Loop isolation valves automatically close when low pressures result 

ing from a steam generator system leak are detected.

d. The equipment is testable while the plant is at power



2. Protected Air Cooled Condensers

a. Function as a closed system so that, large quantities of makeup water 

are not required.

b. Each have 15 MW + of heat removal capability and each can independently 

act in conjunction with the AFWS to cool the reactor for long shut

down periods. Thus these three units are redundant.

c. Equipment is testable while the plant is at power

For the usual situation of decay heat removal through the heat transport 

loops, the safety features relating to preservation of sodium inventory 

and flow are summarized on Figure 9. A parallel summary relating to main

tenance of water inventory and flow is presented on Figure Iff.'

In addition to the primary heat removal paths just described, the pla,nt 

design also includes a separate and diverse backup heat removal path, the 

Overflow Heat Removal Service (Figure 11). This system is comprised of com

ponents which normally function as part of the ex-vessel storage tank (EVST) 

cooling system and the overflow and makeup systems. Normal functioning of 

the equipment is as follows:

1. An overflow and makeup system normally controls primary coolant volume 

and chemistry. Sodium is pumped by one of two EM pumps, leaving the 

vessel through the primary sodium overflow pipe and passing through 

cold traps for sodium chemistry control.

2. The EVST Cooling System normally removes heat generated by spent fuel

in the EVST through a Na/NaK heat exchanger to an air blast heat exchanger 

with an EM pump. Installed equipment provides two .redundant paths.

Should the three main heat transport loop paths not be available for shutdown 

heat removal, this equipment can be configured for OHRS operation as follows:

1. Heated sodium exits the reactor vessel via the overflow pipe and heat 

is transferred to the EVST NaK System by the overflow heat exchanger.

At least one pony motor is required to promote invessel sodium mixing.

2. For full capacity heat removal, both Na EM pumps and both EVST NaK cir

cuits operate as shown on Figure 11.

3. OHRS can operate with only one Na EM pump and one EVST NaK circuit and 

thus is effectively redundant in itself although its capacity is reduced 

to approximately 60% of full load.

4. The system is lined up manually for operation.

OHRS, as a diverse part of the Decay Heat Removal Systems, is being designed 

as an engineered safety system. The components are separated from the main 

heat transport loops. Power supplies for equipment actuation and control 

are consistent with safety system requirements. In addition, OHRS is com

patible with periodic testing while the plant is operating although it would 

not be tested at full design load. This restriction is prudent because it 

minimizes the thermal transients which would result in the upper vessel and 

internals region. The majority of OHRS components are normally operating 

and their ability to perform a decay heat removal function can be continuously 

moni tored.

Finally, it is important to consider the time dependent effects of the heat- 

up process when none of the shutdown heat removal paths are functional.

A grace period is defined as the time required for the plant to heat up to 

the 1250°F limit due to the failure of all heat removal paths. As was 

stated earlier, this temperature limit is judged to be a conservative one, 

with detailed studies underway to confirm and potentially increase this 

maximum level which should be clearly related to loss of inplace coolable 

core geometry. The grace period becomes significant in a reasonably short 

period of time, from several days to a week after a week of shutdown, de

pending on the prior power operating history of the plant, as shown on 

Figure 12. The available time spans are reasonable ones for contingency 

measures. This might include emergency repair by isolating a leaking com

ponent and refilling the remainder of the HTS train or other short term 

measures which will return a HTS path to service so that decay heat removal 

capability can be restored.

The capabilities of the decay heat removal .system as a function of time after 

shutdown are summarized on Figure 13, with heat transport paths and sink 

availability indicated. A summary of the decay heat removal equipment 

capability from another point of view is shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14, 

emphasis is on the considerable redundancy, separation, diversity, and 

testability which are inherent in the CRBRP decay heat removal system design.

2.2 Decay Heat Removal Reliability Numerical Assessment 

As was stated earlier, the decay heat removal reliability objective was set 

at a less than 0.8 X 10 6 likelihood of loss of coolable geometry due to 

failure of the heat transport components. For practical reasons the loss of 

coolable geometry objective was converted conservatively to a 1250°F limit 

on in-vessel sodium bulk temperature.



The reliability analysis was performed in three discrete time intervals, 

with the equipment configuration different for each time, leading to three 

reliability submodels. The definitions of these time intervals and other 

basic modeling assumptions are shown in Figure 15. From the beginning 

of the shutdown to a time designated as T 1 , the three main heat transport 

loops are available. Between T1 and T2, the three redundant heat loops are 

available as well as the diverse OHRS system. After extended three-loop 

(or full power) operation, T1 is one hour; after two-loop (or two-thirds 

power) operation, T1 is one-half hour. Incidentally, the PACC's likewise 

are suTficient heat sinks at T 1 . From T2 to T3, the available decay heat 

paths include the three redundant heat loops and the diverse OHRS with 

redundant pumps and heat exchangers, that is, with about twice the required 

heat rejection capacity. T2 is seen to be 120 hours after three-loop opera

tion and 0.5. hours after two-loop operation. (Since T1 and T2 coincide for 

the two-loop case, only two time intervals need be analyzed for this case.) 

T3 is of course the end of the outage.

As indicated in the figure, the failure rates are assumed constant with 

time and operating conditions.

Finally, the failures are assumed to be independent. The mention of fail

ure independence naturally brings to mind common mode failure considerations. 

First of all, common mode failures are in the analysis to the extent that 

the.historic equipment failure data must include instances of common mode 

failure and that the nature of the equations does allow for simultaneity 

of failures. However, this is not purported to be an exhaustive representa

tion of the common mode failure phenomenon. Additional comments on common 

mode failures are pertinent in the areas of equipment design against common 

mode failure potential and the design process measures against the same. 

Regarding the equipment design, you are asked to recall the elements of 

diversity and separation presented in Section 2.1, all sound plant design 

measures to minimize common mode failure potential. Regarding the design 

process, the CRBRP includes a vigorous effort starting at the component 

designer level (for reliability critical components) of Failure Mode and 

Effects Analysis (FMEA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Single Point Failure 

Analysis (SPFA), and Common Mode Failure Analysis (CMFA). The CMFA is in

tended to be both a systematic review of the FMEA, FTA, and SPFA for common 

mode failure potential as well as an independent scrutiny of the equipment

and its interfaces for possible common mode failure initiators. The firm 

intention of the program is to utilize the best available tools provided 

by reliability state, of the art to minimize to the maximum practical extent 

the number of potential common mode failure sources.

The assumed plant outage schedule is summarized on Figure 16. The assumed 

schedule is based number-wise on the average experience of annual scrams in 

light water reactors and duration-wise on a specified availability of 85% 

for CRBRP. The planned outage of. a month corresponds to the annual refuel

ing.

The shutdowns may occur with one, two, or three loops available immediately 

after scram. The three-loop situation can occur if the scram initiator 

Ties outside the heat transport loops, two loops can be operative immediately 

after scram if, during the course of three-loop operation, a failure which 

disables a loop initiates the .scram or if, during two-loop plant operation, 

a scram is initiated outside the heat transport equipment. The one-loop 

situation is reached by an obvious chain of events.

The probabilities of having one, two, or three loops available are indicated 

by P.'s. These probabilities are based on equipment failure rates in the 

loops and a specified plant capability of power-producing operation on two 

loops 10% of the time.

The basic equation for unreliability during a given outage is given in 

Figure 17. The equation is seen to be a weighted average of unreliabilities 

with one, two, and three loops available immediately after scram, with the 

P.'s being the weighting factors. The overall unreliability is also shown 

and is the sum of the unreliabilities over the annual outage schedule.

Figure 18 shows the. reliability block diagram for the time interval 0 to T 1 .

The abbreviations are XL for external leakage, R for rupture, and FTO for fail

ure to operate. The steam generator loops are shown with "ALL" because of the 

diversity of failure mechanisms in this subsystem, external leakage, rupture, 

steam generator tube leakage, leak detection equipment malfunctions, etc.

Figure 19 shows the block diagram for T1 to T2. The availability of OHRS 

and of the PACC's can be seen. Figure 20, reflecting OHRS internal re

dundancy, shows the system for T2 to T3.



Figure 21, 22, and 23, show the reliability equations corresponding to the 

equipment as configured in figures 18, 19, and 20, respectively. The sub

scripts are FP for fcedwater pump, MC for main condenser train, RV for

safety relief valve, DFP for diesel generator auxiliary feedwater pumps,

TFP for turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, AFS for auxiliary feed

water system, and HL for heat loop (primary, intermediate, and steam genera

tor). The symbols R and NR in Figure 23 refer to OHRS redundancy and non

redundancy. Failure terms which are seen to be absent from the mathematical 

expressions are items shown during numerical calculations not to influence 

the final result within a meaningful number of digits.

Figure 24 lists the major input data sources. Full titles are available 

as References (1) threugn (5). The water reactor data are from published 

documents and informal contacts with General Electric and Westinghouse 

light water reactor engineers. Numerous LMFBR engineers from many organi

zations have been the sources of failure and repair data guidance regarding 

the sodium components.

A sample failure data sheet is shown in Figures 25 and 26. Formal prepara

tion of sheets such as these is underway-for the hundreds of failure rates 

and repair times used in the reliability analysis. This is the data sheet 

covering small water to sodium leaks in the steam generators. Some key 

entries can be seen on the sample. The failure rate is about 21 per 10® 

hours per loop. A small leak is defined as less than 0.001 lb/sec. The 

failure rate is based on first, a relationship from Report WARD-4210T2 and, 

second, a judgemental ratio of small-to-medium-to-large leaks of 1:5:25. 

Revisions to the recommended failure rate are shown at the bottom of the 

form, with the basis. This particular failure rate has a more comprehensive 

basis than many of the other failure rates; However, this data sheet was 

selected for inclusion because it demonstrates the means of establishing 

failure data traceability and this particular failure rate is a highly in

fluential number in the overall reliability analysis.

Individual subsystem failure rates are shown in Figure 27. For purposes 

of condensing to two figures, the failure rates which are shown are comprised 

of many individual terms. A partial breakdown into components for the steam 

generator loops is shown in Figure 28.

Note that different steam generator loop failure values are shown for the 

situation of three loops available after scram versus when only one or 

two loops are available. It is not implied that the failure frequency rate

dramatically changes as a function of loops operable after scram, but that 

a different criterion is set for taking a loop out of service for time- 

consuming repair. The first reaction to a failure is to restore the plant 

to a stable condition in a;itimely manner. For example, measures must be 

taken to correct a malfunctioning safety value. After restoring the plant 

to a stable condition, however, one can initiate major repair as dictated 

by plant availability considerations or hold the loop in a recoverable con

dition for heat removal. Another example is small steam generator leaks.

For small leaks the normal procedure is to shutdown in an orderly manner and 

gradually depressurize the water side in one to four hours', depending on 

the leak rate. For some small leaks, the intermediate sodium is likewise 

drained. One hour after shutdown, the grace period, the period during which 

the core can tolerate loss of all heat rejection paths, allows filling sodium 

through the normal fill system and restoring the water side. When only one 

or two loops are available, then, the loop will be held in a recoverable 

condition after a small leak versus initiating repairs which could take 

the loop out of service for a long time. In the analysis, it is assumed 

that 10% of refills after small leaks are unsuccessful for long range heat 

removal. The unsuccessful refills could be due to such things as no water 

source, a leaking module not being isolable or identifiable, or an unsuccess

ful sodium refill. The reliability analysis does not presume attempted 

refills for intermediate or large leaks; the operator may decide differently 

under a threat of core meltdown but no credit for this is taken in the analy

sis. Please note that no exaggeration of system capability is involved 

here but merely a consistency with good plant operating practice.

Based on the modeling and assumptions discussed in this section, the initial 

assessment for CRBRP decay heat removal unrel iabil i ty (Figure 29) is 4 x 10"7 

per reactor year.

Some miscellaneous closing comments on the initial assessment:

1. Outside of taking credit for measures to retain steam generator loops 

in a recoverable condition for certain failures in the one and two 

loop case, no credit was taken for equipment repairability. This 

refinement can be expected tangibly to improve the result.



2. Regarding uncertainties in steam generator loop failures, the most im

portant single failure rate in the analysis, overall unreliability 

was found to vary approximately in direct linear propagation to steam 

yenerator loop failure rate.

3. Regarding uncertainties in the outaige schedule, overall unreliability 

was found to vary approximately in direct linear proportion to total 

outage time provided that outages of about the same length were used 

(one thirty-day, others six to ten days in length).

2.3 Program for Reliability Confirmation

The purpose of this section is to describe the program underway'within CRBRP 

to confirm that the decay heat removal function meets the rel iabil ity objec

tives. The program includes significant subtasks of both the software (re

fined analysis, data search, methods development, etc:) and. hardware (test

ing) variety. The total program will be described, but emphasis will be 

on the testing portion, as subject matter of greatest immediate interest 

to this audience.

The progress of the reliability program toward achieving its objectives 

will follow this general outline:

1. Explicit reliability analysis refined in sequential updates to in

clude more precise modeling and failure rates.

2. Injection into the.design process of visible and explicit treatment 

of reliability matters with formalized, systematic reviews of com

ponent and system design, and

3. Testing of components judged to be most crucial in the reliability 

analysis to provide an improved basis for failure rates used in the 

analysis, with significant potential for the added benefit of iden

tifying weak features of the tested components.

The first element of the program, the explicit reliability analysis, is 

being carried out according to the best available analytic tools of current 

reliability methodology and utilizing the best sources of failure and re

pair data. The initial assessment was described in the previous section.

The analysis as presented is judged to provide reasonable assurance that 

reliability objectives are met with the present decay heat removal system 

design. However, certain elements of. the analysis require-confirmation.

Some important areas of analysis refinement which are underway and will 

be reflected in updated analyses are a more precise representation of compon

ent repairabi1ity, more detailed component'failure analysis to set a more 

firmly grounded sodium temperature limit as the decay heat removal prac

tical failure criterion, and incorporation of more certain failure rates.

The improvement in failure data will be based on existing failure data sources 

not yet fully exploited, on failure data t o b e  generated by plant operation 

(e.g., FFTF) and FFTF and CRBRP development testing, and'on failure data 

to be generated within the deca.y heat removal system reliability program 

itself. The first major update is scheduled for early 1976, prior to the 

CRBRP Construction Permit, and will reflect better justified failure and 

repair data, better repairability representation, and more detailed analyses 

to define a realistic temperature limit. The next major update is scheduled 

for early 1978. This update is timed to benefit from most of the test data 

to be collected within this program. Unquestionably,- other applicable test 

data will also be available., e.g., from development testing in this country 

and from European operating experience. The final reliability assessment 

is scheduled for mid-1979, reflecting all data and methods development planned 

for this program except for the collection and correlation of CRBRP operating 

data. This final assessment will be available before the CRBRP Final Safety 

Analysis Report.

The second general area of the program covers measures to inject more disci

plined component design development into the engineering process. The 

measures include analytic tools developed during the course of reliability 

engineering experience which supplement the conventional engineering review 

of a design to meet its specified functions with disciplined and documented 

feature-by-feature review for failure potential and failure effect severity.

In other words, the traditional engineering approach, with its good record 

of success, is refined by reliability analysis methods to an even higher 

level of effectiveness. These analyses consist of Failure Mode and Effects 

Analysis, which will be performed on all the systems of interest, namely, 

theprimary and intermediate heat transport systems, the steam generator 

system, the steam generator auxiliary heat removal system, the feedwater 

and condenser system, the main and auxiliary feedwater system, reactor 

enclosure systems, and the overflow heat removal service. These FMEAs' 

will treat those aspects which are related.to the post-shutdown heat removal 

function. Within these systems, reliability critical components will be 

subjects of individual FMEAs. This list will include key components, such 

as the steam generator units and the intermediate loop sodium rupture discs.

An overall heat removal FMEA is complete at this time. The first complete



set of individual FMEAs will be completed in early 1976, supporting the 

Construction Permit. Several updatings of the FMEAs are scheduled. Fault 

Tree, Single Point Failure, and Common Mode Failure Analyses will be built 

on the FMEAs and cover the same systems and components. Completed relia

bility analyses of this kind will be available as part of the Final Safety 

Analysis Report, with several intermediate maturity issues scheduled. These 

qualitative and partially quantitative tools are elements of a more organized 

engineering design review.

The third element of program contribution toward the reliability objectives 

is the test program. The test program as presently planned is based on cur

rent best knowledge of component test data priorities. The test program is 

subject to change as dictated by progress with the qualitative and quanti

tative analyses of the heat removal systems. It will be seen that all the 

data will add to the certainty of the failure rates used in the analysis. 

Statistical interpretation of the data from the planned testing will be 

maximized, including combining the collected data with prior understanding 

of the phenomena of concern.

The planned tests cover (Figure 30A):

1. Steam generator tube leaks - The analysis highlighted the importance 

of steam generator leakage in any assessment of decay heat removal 

unreliabil ity.

2. Sodium leak detector dependability - The analysis points to sodium/ 

water heat exchanger leak detection reliability as another major 

influence in the overall heat removal reliability analysis. The 

characteristics of interest are the ability to detect leaks promptly, 

the ability to differentiate leak size, the reliability against spur

ious leakage indications, and the ability to detect general leak lo

cation .

3. Pressure relief rupture discs -'Particular emphasis in the testing 

will be to identify common mode failures, since this would result 

in draining of the IHTS loops and termination of SGAHRS capability.

The test assemblies will be subjected to loading/unloading and tran

sient conditions. Also, seismic response will be measured. Finally 

the variance about the nominal burst pressure will be of great value. 

Multiple test article, many-cycle testing is planned.

4. Safety relief valves - These valves serve to dissipate decay heat in 

their open position and protect the steam system from overpressure.

If these valves fail to reseat, the SGAHRS protected water storage 

will be drained, resulting in a.steam generator dryout. Two prime 

measurements of interest are: variance of actuation pressure with

respect to set point pressure, variance of closing pressure with 

respect to design value, and reseating behavior of the valve. Ex

tensive cycling is feasible.

5. (Figure 30B) SGAHRS instrumentation and controls - This program would 

subject the SGAHRS I & C to cyclic conditions representative of the 

actual- application and determine the reliability of performance with 

particular attention paid to detecting potential common mode failures 

and variances from nominal performance.

6. SGAHRS protected air cooled condenser louver controls - The louver 

actuation mechanism must perform reliably to provide air side flow. 

This testing is to determine, performance after many cycles under 

realistic environmental conditions. Of particular importance is 

identification of common mode failures.

7. Turbine by-pass valve - This series of valves must actuate to reliably 

by-pass the steam flow from the turbine to the main condenser, a prime 

heat sink. These valves must be cyclically tested at appropriate 

environmental conditions to determine the reliability of actuation. 

Also of importance is the controlling accuracy of these valves for 

partial steam flows.

8. SGAHRS isolation and control valves - These valves will be cyclically 

tested under normal and off design conditions to evaluate potential 

common mode failures, actuator behavior, and response to abnormal 

loadings. Reliable control of flow in the water/steam piping is 

crucial to this primary decay heat removal system. Off-design be

havior of the valves is essential information since unconventional 

valve usage should be a capability to enhance total heat removal 

reliability.

9. (Figure 30C-) Pump bearing/pony motor - Under certain circumstances 

operation of the HTS pumps in the pony motor mode is essential, such 

as the need for one pump at pony motor speed to promote vessel mixing 

adequate for effective heat removal through OHRS. The essential 

feature of this testing will be repeated stop/startup operations

to simulate behavior of the pump after scram.

10&11. Welded piping segment and Critical nozzle testing - The test articles 

will be a segment of welded HTS piping, probably an elbow, and a



full size nozzle representative of the HTS nozzle with smallest 

structural margin. Testing to. failure is planned for these structur

al components. The actual margin to failure of these components is 

important to the reliability evaluation. These test results will 

make a major contribution to the estimate of reliability of all the 

HTS components designed to the criteria of ASME Code Case 1592.

In addition to the component testing just described, plant Initial 

Criticality will be supported by operating test data collected during 

the precritical plant shakedown. Collection and interpretation of 

the early operating data will provide added confidence in the safety 

of the plant design before core criticality is initiated.

2.4 Reliability Integration Into Design Process

This section of the paper covers measures being taken within CRBRP organiza

tions to ensure that the plant components support the reliability objectives 

which were previously discussed. These measures represent what can be called 

a "component reliability control policy" to look after component reliability 

from early design through plant operation. They are patterned after the 

principles published in RDT Standard F2-9T, "Reliability Assurance" (Reference 

6).

A general policy has been established that all quantitative reliability 

analysis is performed under direct CRBRP project control. The motivation 

for this decision is that numerical reliability analysis is not yet a routine 

engineering analysis technique, at least not in the power industry. Con

sequently, direct project control is judged necessary to avoid over zealous 

or misguided application of the methodology. Such application could lead 

to such things as wasteful investment of engineering resources or even 

design degradation on the basis of erroneous conclusions.

The elements of the component reliability control policy which provide over

all reliability assurance are shown on Figure 31. They include:

1. Implementing documentation. The "Management Policies and Requirements 

Guide" is the project's highest level document and a portion is in 

preparation to bind the highest levels of management to responsi

bilities for consistency of the plant design with reliability require

ments. The "Reliability Program Plan" is the next level document 

and includes detailed descriptions of the organizational responsibilities

and lines of communication, the tools for management visibility 

(Reliability Assurance Index, Reliability Critical Items List, Engin

eering Hold Plan), specifics on the concentrated reliability programs 

(like the decay heat removal work being discussed in this paper), 

procurement controls, auditing measures, etc. The next level docu

ments are the "Reliability Engineering/Assurance Procedures", at 

a greater level of detail in specific areas. Finally, there is the 

"Reliability Methods Manual", which provides detailed instructions 

for application of specific reliability engineering techniques (e.g., 

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis preparation, reliability appor

tionment, and test planning) to ensure correct and consistent usage 

within the project.

2. Reliability indoctrination and training. This activity informs the 

engineering of the reliability program objective and includes de

tailed tutorial sessions specifically suited to individual engineering 

assi gnments.

3. Audits. Internal and external reliability audits are planned in close 

collaboration with Quality Assurance audits.

More specific reliability control policies are shown on Figure 32. These 

tend to directly influence the engineering design of individual components 

and include:

1. Reliability participation in design reviews. Areas of special in

terest to the reliability engineer are adequacy of the component 

reliability for plant needs, completion of an FMEA appropriate for 

the level of the design review, presence in the specification of 

reliability requirements (including faulted condition definition as 

discussed in Item 5, below), maintainability forethought in the 

design and maintenance/inspection plan, and sufficiency of the test 

program.

2. Reliability review and approval of what are called in the project 

"Type 1" submittals. These include design decision documents which 

require ERDA approval. Examples are design layouts, equipment speci

fications, and major test documents.

3. Test planning review. Test programs on reliability critical com

ponents are bei ng reviewed for sufficient support for the reliabil

ity objectives. When essential for obtaining reliability or main

tainability information, tests wil 1 be recommended beyond those al

ready planned as development, qualification, and acceptance tests.



4: Failure reporting with analysis of the cause and recommended correc

tive action. The reliability assurance influence places increased 

emphasis on failure cause and effect analysis beyond a simple fac

tual report of an incident in fabrication, testing, or operation. 

Implementation of the recommended corrective action should'be en

sured by the normal quality assurance operation.

5. Complete faulted condition definition in the specification. The 

intent here is that certain extreme operating conditions presumed 

to be possible in the reliability analysis are indeed analyzed.

The ability of the component to performed as implied in the reliabil

ity analysis must be established by the designer. This ability 

frequently extends to minimum acceptable operation for a relatively 

short time under extreme conditions, after which the component may 

not be operable or even repairable. This kind of requirement is 

inherent in reliability analysis, with its emphasis on true failure 

prediction rather than comfortable margins, and has not been a cus

tomary part of engineering analysis plans.

6. Quantitative and qualitative reliability analysis. This entry covers 

the gamut of reliability analysis activities, with performance of

a qualitative FMEA on all reliability critical components at one 

extreme and, at the other, a package of subanalyses which culminates 

in a detailed numerical reliability analysis. All plant systems 

are categorized according to reliability importance and guidelines 

are established on the extent of reliability analysis appropriate 

for each category. Categorization of individual components within 

the systems is underway.

Figure 33 is a schematic representation of the verbal description 

of the integration of reliability into the design process. The over

all reliability activities are preparation and issuance of guidance 

documents, indoctrination and training to suit specific needs of 

engineering personnel, and auditing, usually in collaboration with 

Quality Assurance.

Specific engineering activities are shown as primarily reliability 

responsibility, primarily design engineering responsibility, or as 

shared tasks. The division of responsibilities within the shared 

task depends on detailed definitions of these responsibilities in 

engineering work plans.

Figure 34 is a list of some actions already underway as a result of 

insights provided by the reliability analysis to date. These exam

ples are:

1. Controls over maintenance policy to minimize the time at fewer than 

three way redundancy. For instance., major OHRS repairs which are

not essential to minimum operability will be postponed if one primary 

loop is out of service and plant operation is on two loops,

2. Preparation of contingency plans for previously unplanned equipment 

usage in crucial circumstances. An example is appropriate valve 

operation and proper direction of water on the. water side of the steam 

generators as an alternate to keeping an entire steam generator

loop out of service because of a leak in one heat exchanger.

3. Study of the primary loop drain lines as an alternate OHRS path.

Drain lines from the primary system to the sodium overflow tank 

represent an alternate path for circulation with the OHRS system 

if the overflow nozzle in the vessel is uncovered.

4. Sensitivity analyses are being performed to quantify the reliability 

advantage of additional OHRS pumps to add redundancy in the sodium 

or NaK loops.

5. Changes in the recommended test plan to expand steam generator leak

age and leak detection equipment malfunction testing.

6. Exploitation of full OHRS capabilities for shutdown heat removal.

The OHRS equipment was originally conceived of as a back-up heat 

sink available 24 hours after shutdown, with no thought initially 

of an internal redundancy. The usefulness of the OHRS system led 

to analytic studies which established the usability of this equip

ment much earlier (one hour after scram from extended full power 

operation) and adequacy of about half the OHRS heat rejection capa

city after several more days.

Concluding this discussion on the reliability role in design deci

sions, it is judged that the approach just described does indeed 

get in place the necessary controls to inject reliability considera

tions into the important CRBRP design decisions. Such controls can 

be expected to ensure that the hardware as delivered to the CRBRP 

site conforms to the hardware as modeled in the decay heat removal 

reliability analysis.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

Early in this, paper reliability objectives for the CRBRP decay heat removal



equipment were presented. It is proposed that these objectives conform 

to a responsible regard for public health and;safety and, in addition, pro

vide reasonable assurance that public welfare is adequatly safeguarded 

without treating a core disruptive accident as a design basis (insofar as 

failure of decay heat removal can contribute to such a disruptive accident).

In addressing achievement of the stated objectives, data were presented 

regarding heat removal system capabilities, detailed reliability analysis, 

planned confirmatory testing, and component reliabil ity controls. Based 

on these data the following arguments (summarized in Figure 35) are formu

lated to establish that decay heat removal aspects of the plant design do 

in fact support the stated safety objectives:

1. Plant system design - The heat removal systems design is character

ized by redundancy, diversity and significant component separation, 

all sound plant design measures .to minimize faiilure of essential 

functions.

2. Numerical assessment - Loss of coolable core geometry (according

to a conservative temperature 1 imit failure criterion) was calculated 

to be about 4 x 10~^ per reactor year due to failure of the decay heat 

removal systems based on best available reliability methodology and 

hardware failure information.

3. Design engineering - A.systematic and disciplined method of plant

design is being superimposed on the conventional design engineering 

process, by such processes as designer preparation of a Failure

Mode and Effects Analysis. The intent is to bring to bear the best

available tools provided by reliability state of the art to minimize 

the likelihood of design oversights, with a particular concern for 

identifying common mode failure potential.

4. Component procurement - A framework of reliability assurance control 

procedures exists in the project to set controls such that equipment 

design, fabrication, installation, and operation conform to reliability 

requirements.
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OVERALL RELIABILITY 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

CO N FIRM ATIO N  T H A T  IN ITIA TO R S  OF CORE 
DISRUPTIVE ACCID ENTS (D EFIN ED  AS "LOSS OF 
CO O LABLE G E O M E TR Y " W ITHIN R E L IA B IL ITY  
PROGRAM) ARE OF LOW ENOUGH PROBABILITY 
T H A T  SUCH A CCID ENTS NEED N O T BE INCLUDED 
IN TH E  S ET OF DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS.

FIG. 1.
NUMERICAL GOAL 

AND TARGET

•  O V ER A LL NUM ERICAL G OAL:
PROB. O F EXCEEDING 10CFR100 < 1 0 -6 PER REACTOR YR.

•  CO N SER VATIVE DESIGN TA R G E T:
PROB. OF LOSS OF CO O LABLE G EO M ETR Y < 10“ 6 PER 
REACTOR YR.

•  ELEM ENTS OF CONSERVATISM :
PROB. OF LOSS OF CO O LABLE G EO M ETR Y <10“ 6 
PROB. OF RELEASE FROM C O N TA IN M E N T = 10“ *

PROB. OF PUBLIC RISK FROM RAD. RELEASE = 10-Y  

TH EN ,
PROB. OF A C TU A L  PUBLIC HAZARD  = 10“ <6+x+V> <<10“ 6



DECAY HEAT REMOVAL 
RELIABILITY TARGET AND 

CONSERVATIVE INTERPRETATION

•  TA R G E T:

PR O BABILITY  OF LOSS OF COOLABLE G EO M ETR Y DUE 
TO  LOSS OF D ECAY H E A T  REM OVAL CA P A B ILITY  LESS 
TH A N  0.8 X  10-6/YEAR.

•  C O N SER VATIVE FA ILU R E CR ITERIO N:
SODIUM BULK TEM PERATUR E DOES N O T EXCEED 
1250°F IN REACTO R VESSEL.

FIG. 3.

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL 
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT TOPICS 

FOR DISCUSSION

•  CRBRP D ECAY H E A T REM OVAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

•  D ECAY H E A T REM OVAL R E L IA B IL ITY  ASSESSMENT

•  PLANNED TE S T  PROGRAM T O  CONFIRM IN IT IA L  ASSESSMENT

•  R E L IA B IL ITY  IN TEG R A TIO N  IN TO  DESIGN DECISION PROCESS

FIG. 4.

HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM LOOP 86

RECIRCULATIONPUMP FIG. 5.
HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

HYDRAULIC PROFILE

REACTOR
CONTAINMENT FLOOR

NORMAL
LEVEL

4T0 INTERMEDIATE 
SOOIUM PUMP

GUARD
VESSEL

REACTOR CONTAINMENT 8UIL0ING FIG. 6. STEAM GENERATOR 8UIL0ING



STEAM GENERATOR SYSTEM
FROM

IHX-*

TO SODIUM 
DUMP TANK 

LEAK 
DETECTOR^-----

TO SODIUM 
DUMP, TANK

TO
IHX-

LEAK
DETECTOR 6

- £ X F • TO MAIN CONDENSER

RUPTURE 
DISCS 

— 0 - 0 — TO SWRPS

RUPTURE 
DISCS

----- & - Q — TO SWRPS

FROM MAIN FEED 
- t X H X J -  SYSTEM

FROM AUXILIARY FEED 
-CXJ— SYSTEM

TO WATER OUMP TANK FIG. 7.
STEAM GENERATOR 

AUXILIARY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

PROTECTED AIR COOLED 
CONDENSERS .

SUMMARY OF SA FETY  FEATURES: 87

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL  
THROUGH HEAT TRA N SPO RT LOOPS

Preservation Of Sodium Inventory And Flow

® Code Class 1/Seismic Class 1 Designs 
® Housed In Category 1 Structure: Tornado/Missile Protected 
® Guard Vessels
® High Point Loop Arrangement/Makeup Capability 
® Arranged To Promote Natural Circulation 
• High Integrity Sodium/Water Boundary With Supporting Tests 
® Normally In Service At Power

FIG. 9.

SUMMARY OF SA FETY  FEATURES:

D ECAY HEAT REMOVAL  
THROUGH HEAT TRA N SPO RT LOOPS

Preservation Of Water Inventory And Flow 

® BOP Feedwater Supply
® SGAHRS Housed In Category 1 Structure: Tornado/Missile Protected 
® PACC's And AFW Pumps Separated 
® Redundant And Diverse AFW Pumps 
® Pipe Ruptures Isolable
• SGS Arranged To Promote Natural Circulation
• Normally In Service At Power Or Testable At Power

FIG. 10,



OVERFLOW AND MAKEUP/EVST COOLING SYSTEMS

A IR
BLAST

EXPANSION HEAT EXPANSION
TANK 1 EXCHANGERS TANK 2

HEAT UP GRACE PERIOD

FIG. 12. NUMBER OF DAYS AFTER SCRAM

SUMMARY OF DECAY HEAT 
REMOVAL CAPABILITIES 

VERSUS TIME AFTER SHUTDOWN

88

IM M ED IATELY A F TE R  SHUTDOW N
•  TH R E E MAIN H E A T TRAN SPO RT LOOPS
•  TW O SINKS A V A IL A B L E  PER LOOP

ONE HR T O  120 HRS (A F TE R  3-LOOP O PER ATIO N ) OR A FTE R
0.5 HRS (A F TE R  2-LOOP O PERATION)

•  TH R E E MAIN H E A T TR AN SPO R T LOOPS

•  TH R E E SINKS A V A IL A B L E  PER HTS LOOP
•  OVERFLOW  H E A T  REM OVAL SERVICE

120 HRS T O  END OF SHUTDOW N (A FTE R  3-LOOP O PERATION)
OR 0.5 HRS TO  END OF SHUTDOW N (A FTE R  2-LOOP OPERATION)

•  TH R E E MAIN H E A T TRAN SPO RT LOOPS
•  TH R EE SINKS A V A ILA B LE  PER HTS LOOP
•  E F F E C TIV E L Y  R ED U N D A N T OHRS

GRACE PERIOD AS A  FU NCTIO N  OF DAYS A F TE R  SHUTDOW N

FIG. 13.

SUMMARY OF SAFETY FEATURES

Redundancy
• Three Main Heat Transport Loops And OHRS Loop
• Three Heat Sinks Per Heat Transport Loop
• Two Heat Sinks Per OHRS Loop
• Automatic Initiating Equipment (Sensors, Electronics, Power Supplies) 

Designed To Criteria Applied To Shutdown System Equipment

Separation
<» Separation Of Main Heat transport Loop And OHRS
• Separation Of Heat Sinks

Test Capability During Operation 

Diversity
• Four Methods Of Transferring Heat To Ultimate Sink
• Two Paths For Transporting Heat
• Two Methods Of Circulating Fluids

FIG. 14.



BASIC MODELING 
ASSUMPTIONS

•  MODEL SEPARATED INTO  3 TIM E IN TER V A LS

0 -T 1 : 3 RED UN D A N T H E A T LOOPS
T1-T2 : 3 RED UN D A N T H E A T LOOPS + DIVERSE OHRS

(T1 = 1 HR A F TE R  3-LOOP OPN., 0.5 HR A FTE R
2-LOOP)

T2-T3 : 3 RED UN D A N T H E A T LOOPS + DIVERSE OHRS
WITH RED UN D A N T PUMPS AND HX'S 
(T2 = 120 HRS A F TE R  3-LOOP OPN., 0.5 HR 
A FTE R  2-LOOP)

•  FAILUR E RATES ARE CO N STAN T

•  FAILURES ARE INDEPENDENT

FIG. 15.

YEARLY MISSION DEFINITION

• 4 PLANT O UTAGES

1 of 30-DAYS (PLANNED)

3 O F 8-DAYS (UNPLANNED)

• SHUTDOWN MAY OCCUR WITH

3 MAIN LOOPS AVAILABLE

2 MAIN LOOPS AVAILABLE 

1 MAIN LOOP AVAILABLE

• (OHRS IS ASSUMED AVAILABLE AFTER 1 HR OR 0.5 HR)

• PROBABILITY OF INITIAL SHUTDOWN CONFIGURATION

P, =  PROBABILITY OF ONE MAIN LOOP AVAILABLE 

P2 =  PROBABILITY OF TWO MAIN LOOPS AVAILABLE 

P3 =  PROBABILITY OF THREE MAIN LOOPS AVAILABLE

FIG. 16.

BASIC UNRELIABILITY EXPRESSION
89

REACTOR 
VESSEL —

XL,R

GUARD 
VESSEL ~

XL,R

• UNRELIABILITY DURING A GIVEN OUTAGE

R 0 =  Pi ^ 1  +  *̂2 ^ 2  +  ^3 ^ 3  

R^ =  UNRELIABILITY FOR 1 MAIN LOOP 

W 2 =  UNRELIABILITY FOR 2 MAIN LOOPS 

¥ s =  UNRELIABILITY FOR 3 MAIN LOOPS

• OVER-ALL UNRELIABILITY

■r  =  3 W0 (8-DAY) +  1 R 0 (30-DAY)

FIG. 17.

RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 
CRBRP H EA T REMOVAL SYSTEM S 

0-T1 —  (NO OHRS)

XL,R XL,R ALL

FIG. 18.



RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 
CRBRP H EAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS 

T1-T2 —  OHRS IS OPERABLE

REACTOR
VESSEL

XL,R

GUA RD
VESSEL

XL,R

REACTOR
VESSEL

XL,R

G U A R D
V E S S E L

XL.R

XL.R.FTO

FIG. 19.
RELIABILITY BLO CK DIAGRAM OF CRBRP HEAT 

REMOVAL SYSTEM S T2-T3 — OHRS IS REDUNDANT

FTO FTO FTO

FIG. 20.

MATH MODEL FOR TIME INTERVAL 0-T1 (NO OHRS) 90

LOOP R0.T i  =  ( \ Fp +  \ MC) T , [(X rvT-,)3 +  2QDFpQTFp +  ^ AFST l l

+  3{^HLTl )  ( x fp +  ^Mc) T 1 C(XRVTl ) 2 +  2QDFP°TFP +  XAFST i 3 

+  3(XHLT l )2 (^FP +  ^Mc) T 1 [(^R VT 1) +  2QDFPQ TFP +  ^AFST i 3 

+  ( ^ h l t i )3

LOOP R0.Ti  =  (\pp +  XMC) T., [(X r vT i )2 +  2QDFPQ TFP +  x a f s t i ]

+ 2(X^|LT1) (\Fp +  \MC) T , [(A-bv-T,) + 2QdfpQt fp  +  XAf s t i I  

+  ( ^ h l t i >2

LOOP R0.Ti  =  (X .F p +  \ MC) T., [ ( X r v T i )  +  2QDFPQ TFP +  x a f s t i ]

+  XHLT 1 FIG. 21.

MATH MODEL FOR TIME INTERVAL 
T1-T2 (OHRS OPERABLE)

3-LOOPS R T i.T2 -  ( \ ?HRS) T2 ( \ h l )3 ( T ^ - T , 3)

2-LOOPS R T i .Ta =  (X 0HRS) T 2 ( \ h l )2 (T 22-T ,2)

1-LOOP R TrTa  =  <\0HRS) T2 (X h l ) (T j -T ,)

FIG. 22.



MATH MODEL FOR TIME INTERVAL 
T2-T3 (OHRS REDUNDANT)

3-LOOPS R t  t  =  W ^ 0 H R S [T 3 (T 3 3- V ) - T 2 (T23-T l3)]
2 3  I  NR

+  *OHRS2CT32<T33-T l3)-T 2 (2T3-T 2) (T j 3- ^ 3)] 
R

2-LOOPS R t  t  =  XHL*k O H R s I W j2- - ^ ) - - ^  (T22-T i2)]
I  NR

+  ^OHRS2 [T32(T32-T12)-T2 (2T3-T2) (V-T,2)] 
R

1-LOOP Rt .t =  *HL-fXOHRs[T3 ( V T l ) ' T2 (T 2‘T1^
[ NR

+  ^OHRS2tT32<T3 -T i K 2 (2T3-T2) (T2-T ,) ]  }
R

FIG. 23.

INPUT DATA

® F A IL U R E  R A T E S  -  U S U A L L Y  G E N E R IC

- L M E C  D A T A  B O O K

- F A R A D A

-  M IL  -  H A N D B O O K  217A

-  U K A E A  A H S B  R 117

- A V C O  M 130-54

-  A iE E

-  W A T E R  R E A C T O R  D A T A

-  LM FB R  E N G IN E E R S

FIG. 24.

PROBABILISTIC DATA SHEET

Event Identification No.: ___________________________ _________________________________

Event Title : Steam  G ene ra tor M odule; H20  — > Na Leakage (S m a ll)

Event P robability:*________________________ Tim e Interval: _____________________________

Failure Intensity:** 21.12/10~6 Hr/Loop 

Event Description:

W ater to sodium  barrier leakage of steam  generator m odule preclud in g heat 
rem oval with loop.

Sm all leak is defined as less than 0.001 lb/sec.

* Probability of event o ccu rre n ce  in specified interval of time. (E ve n t P robability)
=> 1 —  E X P (—K x  T im e  Interval) =  \  x  Tim e  Interval

" V a l u e  of \ FIG. 25.
PROBABILISTIC DATA SHEET (Cont)

Basis for Event Probability:

\ (H 20  —  Na Leak) -  ^N o . a t T ^ » f t W t o d u lg _ x  5 x  1 0 " 9

(S urface  area of tub es) x  1Q ~ 9 

ft2 -  hr

Basis: Sturiaie, “ Steam  G enerator C once pt Selection S tu d y", W A R D -4210T2,
Feb. 71.

Assum ing 757 tubes and inside tube surface area of 4946 ft2,

X (le a k) =  8.73/106 hr/module 

\ {sm a ll leak) =  5 x  \ (m edium  leak) =  25 x  \ (la rg e  leak)

\ (H 20  —  Na leak —  sm all) =  21.12/10® hr/loop

Revision History:

o D ec. 6, 1974: \ (sm a ll leak) =  24.56/10- 6  hr/loop based on surface area of
6367 ft2

® Nov. 27,1974: \ (sm all leak) =  28.2/10- 6  hr/loop based on “ valve d e cis ion"
report,

i.e., “ Failure M ode and Effects A nalysis of C R B R P  W ith and W ithout V a lve s" by 
J . S. Karbow ski, et al., attachm ent to LEM -74-079, Feb. 1973. A ssum es
0.92 leaks/year.

Signature of Evaluator: (PyUi&tKj______________________ Date: Feb rua ry 14.1975

FIG. 26.



FAILURE RATES

X
(Faifures/106 Hr)

Primary Loop 1.6
Interm. Loop 2.0
Steam Generator Loop

• (3 Loop) 59.
0 (1,2 Loop) 19.

SGAHRS
® Motor Driven Pumps )

Redundant
14.>® Turbine Driven Pumps ( 34.

® Startup Failure Rate 1/1000 Per
Start PACCs 0.81

OHRS
® R. (T1 - T2) 22.
® N.R. (T2-T3) 0.84

Main Feedpumps (0-T1) 0.8
Main Condenser, Etc, (0-T1) 11.

FIG. 27.

STEAM GENERATOR X's

3-Loop Operation 
® S.G. Module* Na/H20 Leak, Sm.

Med.
Lge.

Rupture Disc - Internal Leak 
- Rupture 

Hydrogen Detection System 
Other (Pipes, Valves, Steam Drum, 
Pumps)

Total

1 Or 2-Loop Operation 
® S.G. Module - l\la/H20 Leak, Sm.

Med.
Lge.

Rupture Disc - Rupture 
Other (Pipes, Valves, Steam Drum) 

Total

(Failures/106Hr)

©

o
o

21 .
4.2
0.85
8 .
3,
3.8

18.

59.

2.1
4.2
0.85
3.
8.9

19.

CRBRP DECAY HEAT 
REMOVAL UNRELIABILITY 

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

P R O B A B ILITY  O F IN-VESSEL SODIUM BULK 
TE M P E R A TU R E  EX CEED IN G 1250°F D U E  T O  
LOSS O F D E C A Y  H E A T  R EM O V A L C A P A B ILITY  
IS A B O U T 4 X  1 0 -7 PER Y E A R .

FIG. 29.
RELIABILITY TEST 

CHARACTERIZATION

ITEM

3  STEA M  G E N E R A TO R  TUB ES 

•  LE A K  D E TE C TIO N  SYSTEM

«  PRESSURE R E LIE F  R UPTUR E 
DISC

O  S A F E T Y  R E LIE F  V A L V E S

R E L IA B IL IT Y  P A R A M ETER  S O U G H T 

LI FE TE S TIN G
F A ILU R E  MECHANISM SEARCH

FALSE SIG N A L IN PU T P O TE N TIA L  
S TA TIS TIC A L  S E N S IT IV ITY  TO  LEAK  

LO C A TIO N  AN D  SIZE

S TA TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E  A B O U T 
BUR ST PRESSURE 

COMMON MODE FA ILU R E  
ID E N TIF IC A TIO N

S T A TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E  OF 
A C T U A TIO N  AN D  CLOSING 
PRESSURES '

R ESEA TIN G  FA ILU R E  MODE 
ID E N TIF IC A TIO N  

E FFE C TS  O F W EAR. E N V IR O N M E N T

F I G .30.A
RELIABILITY TEST 

CHARACTERIZATION (CONT.)

© SGAH R S IN S TR U M E N TA TIO N  AND 
C O N TR O LS

© SGAHRS AI R C O O LED  CONDENSER 
LO U VER  CO N TR O LS

© TU R B IN E  BY-PASS V A L V E

Tube-Hr Ft2 - Hr
(Heat Transfer 
Surface Area) © S G AH R S  IS O LA TIO N  AND 

C O N TR O L V A LV E S

FIG. 28.

R E L IA B IL IT Y  PAR AM ETER  S O U G H T

S TA TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E S  FROM 
NO M IN AL 

COMMON MODE FA ILU R E  
ID E N TIF IC A TIO N

S T A TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E  O F 
A C T U A TIO N  AN D  H E A T  LO A D  
C O N TR O L '*

FA ILU R E  MODE ID E N TIF IC A TIO N

S TA TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E  OF 
A C TU A TIO N  

S TA TIS TIC A L  A C C U R A C Y  O F 
C O N TR O LL IN G  P A R TIA L  
STEAM  FLOWS

S T A TIS TIC A L  V A R IA N C E  O F 
A C TU A TO R  

COMMON MODE FA ILU R E  
ID E N TIF IC A TIO N

RELIABILITY TEST 
CHARACTERIZATION 

(CONCLUDED)

92

i t e m

•  PUMP B E A R IN G  -  PONY M O TO R  
DR IVE

•  M OST C R IT IC A L  S E G M E N T OF 
W ELD ED  PIPE

•  M OST C R IT IC A L  N O ZZLE

R E L IA B IL IT Y  PA R A M ETER  S O U G H T 

L IFE  TE S TIN G
S T A TIS TIC A L  RESPONSE TO  

O V E R LO A D IN G  
P O TE N TIA L  COMMON M ODE 

FAILUR ES

FA ILU R E  MECHANISM 
MINIMUM S TR U C TU R A L  M ARGIN

MINIMUM S TR U C TU R A L  M ARGIN 
TE S TIN G  

N O ZZLE F A ILU R E  MECHANISM 
TE S TIN G

FIG. 30.C
COMPONENT RELIABILITY CONTROL POLICY 

(OVERALL ASSURANCE)

Implementing Documentation 
• Management Policies And Requirements Guide 
® Reliability Program Plan 
o Reliability Engineering/Assurance Procedure 
o Reliability Methods Manual

Reliability Indoctrination And Training

Audits (Integrated With Quality Assurance)

FIG. 31.
COMPONENT RELIABILITY 

CONTROL POLICY 
(SPECIFIC DESIGN IMPACT)

a  R E L IA B IL IT Y  P A R TIC IP A TIO N  IN DESIGN REVIEW S

«  R E L IA B IL IT Y  R EVIEW  A N D  APPROVAL O F TY P E  1 
S U B M ITTA L S

•  T E S T  PLA N N IN G  REVIEW S

•  F A ILU R E  R EP O R TIN G  (A N A LY S IS , C O R R E C TIV E  
A C TIO N )

O FAULTED CONDITION DEFINITION IN SPECS

•  Q U A L IT A T IV E  A N D  Q U A N T IT A T IV E  R E L IA B IL IT Y  
A N A LY S IS

FIG. 30.B FIG. 32.
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FIG. 33.
EXAM PLES OF INSIGHTS PROVIDED BY 

RELIABILITY AN ALYSIS TO  D A TE
• Controls Over Maintenance Scheduling To Minimize Time At Less Than

3-Way Redundancy

• Preparation Of Contingency Plans For Previously Unplanned Equipment 
Usage In Crucial Circumstances

• Study Of Primary Loop Drain Lines As Alternate OHRS Path

• Performance Of Sensitivity Analyses To Quantify Advantage Of Additional 
OHRS Pump(s)

• Changes in Reliability Program Test Plan For Additional Data On SG 
Leakage and Leak Detection Equipment

• Exploitation Of Full OHRS Capabilities For Shutdown Heat Removal

FIG. 34.
CONCLUSIONS DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY

CRBRP D E C A Y  H E A T  R EM O V A L EQ U IPM EN T IS JU D G E D  T O  
SUPPORT S A F E T Y  O B JE C TIV E S  BASED ON:

O  P LA N T SYSTEM  DESIGN -  R E D U N D A N C Y . D IV E R S ITY , 
A N D  SEPAR ATIO N

O  N U M E R IC A L ASSESSM ENT -  4 X  10“ 7 PROB. O F LOSS O F  
C O O LA B LE  G E O M E TR Y  PER Y R  D U E  T O  D E C A Y  H E A T  
R EM O V AL F A ILU R E  T P T / "

© DESIGN EN GIN E ER IN G  -  R E L IA B IL IT Y  M E TH O D O LO G Y  
T O  PROVIDE MORE S Y S TE M A TIC  A N D  DISCIPLINED 
APPROACH

O  COM PONENT P R O CUR EM ENT -  CO M PO N ENT R E L IA B IL IT Y  
C O N TR O L POLICIES. 35 .

G. Antipin Soviet Union
7. P. Baa 
V. A. Borisyuk 
V. M. Gryazev 
V. N. Efimov 
V. I. Kondratjev 
A. M. Smirnov

i B S I f i i C !

Based on analytical relations and experimental results obtain

ed in the B0B-60 reactor the possibility is shown of the use of 

the stored kinetic energy in the pump units, of the coolant natu

ral circulation in loops and that of the air close to the steam' 

generator vessel surfaces to remove heat in the case of the fast 

reactor scram.

During a reactor gravity scram after a rapid (about 1 see.) 

input of negative reactivity by means of control and safety rods 

an essential heat still there exists in the core. The reactor 

heat power varies from 0.2 to 0.03 of its initial value for the 
first hundred seconds after the scram. Fuel fission, delayed neu

trons and the slowing-down off e  andJ '— emission of fuel fission 
products built-up during reactor operation (residual heat) are 

responsible for heat generation.

For high specific heat fast reactor cores with lower, as con- 

pared to thermal, heat capacities at residual heaus in the range 

of 0.05—0.02 of Hnoal, the stop in coolant circulation in the core 
for only few seconds can result in fuel element cladding melting, 

therefore, provision of safe heat removal from fast reactor cores 
artor scram is or great significance.

There esdatB a variety of means for heat removal from fast 

reactors after scrams . These means may be classified as "active” 

and "passive" ones. The malr. feature of active means for cooling 

is reservation, of additional power sources to provide residual 

heal; removal from a fully de-energized unit. In this case It is 

necessary to perform certain switching in unit flow-sheet either 

automatic or manual. Passive means of emergency cooling are cha

racterized by n^ing some features of flow-sheet components which 

can occur after scram to remove heat from the core such as:

- stored kinetic energy of rotating components of the unit (circu

lation pumps, the turbine) which can be used to keep the coolant

10. The'Use of Passive Means 
during the Emergency 
Cooling of Past Reactors


